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(Image credit: Avast) Renowned antivirus firm Avast has launched an iOS version of its popular Secure Browser app and a new sync salad feature in its latest update. The biggest change to Avast Secure Browser is that it is finally available on iOS, along with Windows, Mac and Android devices. Like the Android antivirus version, the Avast Secure Browser iOS app uses AES-256
encryption and TLS/SSL cryptography to ensure third parties cannot compromise personal data. The iOS app also includes a built-in VPN to encrypt data, a web vault for storing downloads, an anti-tracking solution to stop third parties from locating a user's Internet browsing habits, an ad blocker, and a variety of different browsing modes. As well as bringing Avast Secure Browser
to iOS, the firm has also introduced a feature that lets users synchronize their web history and bookmarks on all their devices. This feature can be used on computers, smartphones and tablets and thanks to the use of end-to-end encryption, user data will always be protected when synchronized across these devices. Avast Secure Browser can be downloaded on iPhone, iPad,
and iPod Touch models that use iOS 13.0 or higher. The firm said the free version has access to its built-in iPhone VPN. But if users choose to upgrade to the pro version, they can access more than 30 VPN locations and enjoy VPN protection on all their devices. Avast Secure Browser for iOS can be downloaded here. Scott Curtiss, vice president and general manager of Avast
Secure Browser, said: Since launching Avast Secure Browser for Windows, our goal has been a multi-platform offering with built-in, centralized privacy tools and a sync option that makes the concept of private and secure browsing accessible to users. Over the past year, we've introduced Avast Secure Browser for Android and now iOS to become a powerful multi-platform player
with over 35 million monthly active users across all platforms. Moving forward, our intention is to build on this momentum and use Avast's expertise to integrate intuitive consumer-friendly security and privacy services that go beyond the offerings of other domestic browsers. More: Stay anonymous without spending with a cheap VPN While mobile Safari does the most of what you
need from a smartphone web charger, and there are plenty of alternatives that fill in the gaps, we prefer Chrome. Google's browser offers excellent features, synchronization, and simplicity at no cost. Google Chrome Platform: iPhone (and iPad) Price: Free Download PageFeaturesUnlimited browser tabs sync with your Google Account to provide your chrome data from other
browsers, including passwords, and moreSaves sessions so you can access sites on your phone on the desktop, and vice ver reversely searchEasily navigate with useful gesturesPrivate scroll down Where it inherits ExcelsGoogle Chrome for iPhone the goodness of its desktop counterpart. Chrome's synchronization capabilities make it real allows you to take pretty much any data
related to Chrome and your Google Account and has it on every single device that the browser supports. This means that you always have your bookmarks, passwords, history, search shortcuts, and so on. Google syncs really well, and that's where Chrome shines outside of Apple's Safari. That said, its other features stack up evenly. You may prefer its user interface or that of any
other browser. The features set doesn't set it above a variety of other third-party options. If you want to know why Chrome is best, just look at its synchronization capabilities. That's where it wins. Where it falls short chrome, it doesn't have many features. It doesn't knock out mobile Safari in a variety of areas for this reason. As mentioned in the previous section, we like Chrome
because it syncs so well. No other browser – including Safari – does such a great job. If you're using Chrome on the desktop, you'll probably want it on your phone. If you don't, however, you lose the biggest benefit. When it comes to a mobile browser, you generally want to match yours to your choice on the desktop to keep data synchronized. We think Chrome does the best work
on the desktop so of course we feel you ought to make it your browser of choice on your iPhone as well. The CompetitionAtomic, our previous top pick, has just about every feature you could possibly want in a mobile web browser (or a desktop web browser for that matter). You can clear history, cookies, and all sorts of other crap that you don't want to live around on your phone. In
fact, Atom will do it for you to quit so you don't even have to remember. You get proper tab browsing, which can be expanded in kiosk mode (full screen) to make more room for the web page. Atom even has advanced features like a download manager that can uncompress zip archives, an ad blocker, and the ability to store web pages locally. It's easy to use, endlessly
customizable, stable, and only costs $1 for the full version. It's really a fantastic reader with a great balance of all the things you really need but can feel cumberless for those who don't want a desk-like experience. Perfect Web Browser is a common alternative to Atomic, offering many of the same features and a fairly similar interface. It attempts to provide a desktop experience on
your iPhone, but it certainly achieves that better on the iPad thanks to the extra screen real estate. It costs the same as Atom (unless you want the iPad version too, in which case Perfect will cost you an extra $4) and there's very little else, but we've both used and prefer just Atomic for some time. You can't agree, and at $1 each there's little risk of trying them out both.360
Browser has an interesting user interface with lots of navigation shortcuts and adds support for Flash. Yes, Flash-that Apple basically banned from your iDevice. It also has support for Firefox sync so you can easily grab all your bookmarks, tabs, and passwords. Like the it will only cost you $1.Previously called Meteoric Download Manager is technically not advertised as a web
browser, but it works as one just the same. You won't get a desktop-like browsing experience, but if your focus is downloading and managing files it's excellent option.iOS: iPhones aren't exactly great at handling files regardless of where they came from, but... Read moreLifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing directory of recommendations for the best applications and
tools in a number of given categories. UC Browser is an Internet browser that focuses on delivering high speed, efficient downloads and light on your computer resources. UC Browser is an Internet browser that focuses on delivering high speed, efficient downloads and light on your computer resources. Browse the Internet with the reliability of UC Browser. It provides fast load
time for pages, even on low bandwidth or slow internet connection. Improve your browsing experience by accessing your favorite websites and exploring the Internet faster. UC Browser knows that your time is precious. It seems like it's proud of efficient and providing the fastest browsing service possible. Download files from the Internet and open it almost immediately. Concurrent
downloads are also supported, so if you're an Internet user with a lot to download, UC Browser is for you. UC Browser compresses data on the server before it is sent to the user, resulting in faster load times and reduced CPU usage. Enrich your browser experience with a resource light, efficient browser. However, there are some big pitfalls that outweigh the benefits. The
program has major privacy concerns as it does not use secure cryptology. Instead, it relies on undated SSL protocols that leave users' sensitive information vulnerable and open to hackers. Users who want to add login credentials for banks and other websites on UC Browser may suffer from hacking or data leakage. The browser does not block ad and pop-ups as often as it
should. Large malware or virus threats are detected and these pop-ups are automatically blocked. Other photos that can hinder your browsing experience are left to you to remove manually. Where can you run this program? This program can be run on most operating systems, such as Linux, macOS, and Windows on desktops. It's also available on Windows phone and tablet,
Android and iOS.Is a better alternative? Yes. There are better alternative browsers for UC Browser that provide more security and pop-up control. Try Safari on macOS, or Google Chrome on Windows.UC Browser delivers a high-speed browsing experience and a more seamless way to download files from the Internet. The lack of privacy makes it less of a contender for others Do
you need to download it? No. It's not worth downloading UC Browser since fast load time isn't worth it privacy. Try one of the alternatives to a safer browser. Browser.
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